Enclosed in this book you will discover some of the most precious moments from the Class of 2011

Farewell and good luck
Sasha Carrera born in Queens, New York has accomplished the brilliant goal of transcending to the top of her class. Her grade point average of a 4.0 has deemed her Bloomfield Tech Class of 2011’s valedictorian. Her hobbies are drawing/painting, reading and playing sports (preferably soccer). She’s very friendly and loves to help others. Sasha’s path after high school is to study Physical Therapy. Good Luck Sasha!
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The task of an excellent teacher is to stimulate students to unusual efforts. The tough problem is not in identifying winners but making winners out of ordinary students. As you go through the following pages please remember the guidance this staff/faculty have provided for us.
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I hope your dreams take you to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known.

Author Unknown
Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be? We are all meant to shine, as children do. As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.
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"Your time is limited, so don't waste it living someone else's life. Don't let the noise of others' opinions drown out your own inner voice. And most importantly, have the courage to follow your heart and intuition. They somehow already know what you truly want to become. Everything else is secondary."

-Steve Jobs
Shops

Hard work is the key to success, so work diligently on any project you undertake. If you truly want to be successful, be prepared to give up your leisure time and work past 5 PM and on weekends. Also, have faith in yourself. If you come up with a new idea that you believe in, don't allow other people to discourage you from pursuing it.
Advertising & Design
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In Loving Memory of

We thought of you with love today, but that is nothing new. We thought about you yesterday and days before that too. We think of you in silence, we often speak your name. Now all we have is memories and your picture in a frame. Your memory is our keepsake, which we'll never part. God has you in his keeping we have you in our heart.

Mr. Bertelsen
To take up your time willingly for a club in your school is a great deed indeed. Help your community and your community will help you.

Each person is who they are. You know they are who they are when other people deem them who they are. Don't try to be anything you are not because it will fail in the long run.
National Honor Society
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Drama Club
Kareem Scott
Stephanie Ellis
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Book Club
Shamika Hal
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Senior Committee
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Student Council
Shafana Felix
Moriha Harmon
Jahad Leach
Kyeshia Marshall
Jamar Johnson
Sasha Carrera
Khayriyyah Dawson
Rakiyah Wright

Yearbook Committee
Raynishia Diaz
Anamieka Crutcher
Khayriyyah Dawson
And the winners are...

Cutest Couple 😍

Best Friends 😊

Class Flirt 😄

Best Dressed 😎

Most Changed 😁
Class Clown: D
Loudest Mouth: J
Most Talkative: ^o^
Most Athletic: t.t
Best Looking: :)
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Shaquille
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Tiara
Alex
“There comes a time when you have to stand up and shout: This is me damn it! I look the way I look, think the way I think, feel the way I feel, love the way I love! I am a whole complex package. Take me... or leave me. Accept me - or walk away! Do not try to make me feel like less of a person just because I don’t fit your idea of who I should be and don’t try to change me to fit your mold. If I need to change, I alone will make that decision. When you are strong enough to love yourself 100%, good and bad - you will be amazed at the opportunities that life presents you.”
Raisa Garcia is Bloomfield Tech’s Class of 2011 salutatorian. She has a 3.9 grade point average out of a 4.0 scale. She aspires to study business at either Rutgers Newark or New York University to be a successful accountant. Born and raised in Newark, New Jersey, Raisa loves to travel and go shopping. She is a delightful and generous person who always keeps a smile on her face.
The way a team plays as a whole determines its success. You may have the greatest bunch of individual stars in the world, but if they don't play together, the club won't be worth a dime.
"We all laughed and had our arguments, but in the end, we all came together for our main purpose: To win our conference."
Kyeshia Marshall

"I want to wish the teams who come after 2011 good luck and have fun!"
Edison

Kevaughn

Moris

Victoria

Jeffery
Twin Day

Blast from the Past
Football Vs. Futbol

Pep Rally
XBOX 360

Rating Pending

BT LIVE 2011

Featuring
Khayiryyah Dawson
BT LIVE 2011

FEATURING
WILSON CODY
Basketball is my life... I Live... Eat... Breathe... and Dr
The wild adventure of each new GAME is like walking on the edge of
the game EVERY

(left to right) coach bill, coach courtney, kianna mayers, dyjae williams, breanna
prince, ariann thompson, ashuanae durant, javee artis, ra-janee fuller, coach peace,
kaitlyn gross, jaquetta owens, khayriyyah dawson, asia smith
Team of the Action... the Excitement... the Competition... the HORIZON, knowing whatever is at the END I will have given to THING I HAVE

We are the SPARTANS, the SPARTANS we are, we are the SPARTANS.
we'll kick you back and then we'll ATTACK!

kick you back and then we'll A-T-T-ACK ATTACK!!
Monday

Jersey Day

Tuesday

Dress up Day

BASKETBALL & Cheer
Jahnique Valejo
Flag Day

Baseball

Wacky Tacky Day

Celebrity Day
Bloomfield Tech Seniors
@BTSeniors11
We are the graduating class of 2011... We're number one twice lol *bhm cool face* B")
Collegebound/Leaders/Intelligent/Fiesty/Cool/Fun
#TeamBloomfieldTech #TeamSeniors #TeamFollowBack
#TeamWeOuttaHereeee !
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BTSeniors11 Bloomfield Tech Seniors
#RememberWhen we had a blackout sophomore year and we had an early dismissal...

BTSeniors11 Bloomfield Tech Seniors
#RememberWhen the whole school except for our class walked out to go on the "strike" lol; they were madiscell !

BTSeniors11 Bloomfield Tech Seniors
S/O to @MsWhite @MsDouglas @MsLauterhahn @MsLandis @MaMa @MsDunn @MsAtfield @MrBertelsen @MsEvans @MsDavidson @MsConlon #RememberWhen they were here...

BTSeniors11 Bloomfield Tech Seniors
#RememberWhen there was the big behind brawl with our school's boy basketball team against some school in NewYork; yeeaaa #WeWon lol !

BTSeniors11 Bloomfield Tech Seniors
#RememberWhen Obama became President and @MrLove brought the whole school down to the auditorium to watch the inauguration #TeamObama !

BTSeniors11 Bloomfield Tech Seniors
#RememberWhen MySpace was #POPPINNN and spamming pictures was cool #eww lol

BTSeniors11 Bloomfield Tech Seniors
#RememberWhen Antonio used to Wu-Tang and Swing it in the cafeteria imao ! jst remember those dances period lol #RememberWhen we had lunch w. the sophomores #fun ^^
High School isn’t about how many tests you pass or the number of classes you take. It’s about the life long friends you meet. The inside jokes, the teary eyed laughs, and the unforgettable moments. From learning our way around as freshman, to running the school as seniors. There's more to school than academics... it's about having fun.
“Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is a process. Working together is success.”
New York City Trip
In New York, concrete jungle where dreams are made of, there's nothing you can't do,
Now you're in New York, these streets will make you feel brand new, the lights will inspire you,
Let's hear it for New York.

-Alicia Keys 67
'Fun is a state of mind. If you have a zest for life, you will never miss out on fun. Don't be uptight all the time. Drop your worries and just learn to chill-out.'
“When witches go riding,
and black cats are seen,
the moon laughs and whispers
‘tis near Halloween”